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Productivity won’t wait for a warm day.



KEEPING HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS AND 
OFF-HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT RUNNING

Serving customers all over the world since 1979

Arctic Fox® is built on 
integrity and pride, 
driven by the highest 
standards of customer 
expectations.

Arctic Fox® is one of the top leaders in Fuel and 
Fluid Warming Products, keeping heavy duty 
trucks and off-highway equipment running in cold 
weather.

Arctic Fox® is a leading global supplier
In 1979 we started our business and in 1996 we 
opened a European sales office and distribution 
warehouse in Roosendaal, The Netherlands. Arctic 
Fox® has since then expanded to provide fluid hea-
ting products with worldwide support. By conti-
nuing to improve the ways we treat our customers, 
employees, and vendors, we will contribute to the 
mutual business and personal success of all.

Arctic Fox® keeps your business going and 
saves you money
By reducing the need for expensive blended fuel 
and lets you reduce the need for cold weather 
additives. Arctic Fox® offers a complete line of fuel 
and fluid heaters that deliver the perfect solutions 
to cold weather operation for dependable engine 
starts.

Arctic Fox® Quality policy
• ISO 9001-2015 Registered Company
• Statistical Process Control
• Receiving, In-Process end Final Inspections
• Vacuum & Pressure Testing
• Dock to Stock programs
• Quality approved supplier to the heavy truck
• OEM’s since 1984
• Quality manual available upon request



This certificate remains the property of Cetradex Certificatie B.V. and is subject to periodical surveillance audits.
Cetradex Certificatie B.V., Post Office box 3063, 4700 GB Roosendaal, The Netherlands, www.cetradex.nl

CERTIFICATE
No. 19081301

Cetradex Certificatie B.V. certifies that the quality management

system of

Arctic Fox B.V.
De Stok 24, 4703 SZ Roosendaal

Has been audited and found to be in accordance with the
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ISO 9001:2015

Scope of certification:

Sales and distribution of engine pre heaters and

fluid heating systems components to industrial OEM’s,

dealers and end users.

This certificate is valid from:

13 August 2019 until 12 August 2022

Cetradex Certificatie B.V.

A.A.G. Roks

Managing director
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BATTERY HEATER

Battery Warming. Increase available cold cranking 
amps utilizing heat energy from the engine cooling 
system or diesel fired coolant preheater.

Function
The BH-3100 Series Battery Heater utilizes heat energy from 
the engine cooling system or diesel fired coolant heater to 
warm the battery, allowing for improvement of battery state 
of charge.

Features
Durable stainless steel coolant tubes 

Light weight aluminum heating plate 

1/2 “ NPT coolant connections 

Optional thermostat is available

Applications
Construction

Mining

Oil & Gas

Heavy Duty On-Off Highway

Benefits
Increases available cold cranking amps 

Reduces required battery charge time 

Extends battery life 

Simple installation
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CNG FUEL WARMING
PRODUCTS

Natural gas is stored in tanks on board the vehicle 
at a “tank pressure” ranging from 250 psi to 3600 
psi. A regulator is used to regulate this pressure to 
a value typically around 115 psi. As a result of the 
pressure drop through the regulator, the natural 
gas reaches temperatures nearing –200° F.

Function
To prevent the natural gas from dropping below an 
acceptable temperature. The high quality, 100% stainless 
steel heat exchangers from Arctic Fox®, designed for CNG 
applications. The Arctic Fox® heat exchanger is utilized to 
prevent the natural gas from dropping below an acceptable 
temperature based on engine temperature and load. At low 
fuel rates, a thermostat is required to prevent heating of 
the gas above an acceptable temperature.

Features
Converts natural gas fuels to combustible energy sources

Keep natural gas from dropping below the accepted engine 
temperature

Raises the fuel pressure as it is heated 

Integral thermostat option available

Applications
CNG engines

Benefits
Simple compact design

NPTF or Swagelok fuel ports available
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COOLANT
DISTRIBUTION MANIFOLDS

Coolant Distribution Manifolds provide a common 
connection point for coolant lines when installing 
multiple heat exchangers. They also provide a 
more secure connection than multiple Tee or Wye 
fittings, and fewer connection points that could 
be potential leak points. Every Arctic Fox® Coolant 
Distribution Manifold is made of 100% stainless 
steel for maximum durability and compatibility 
with fluids and working environments. There are 
two types of manifolds, single chamber and dual 
chamber. Arctic Fox® currently offers three single 
chamber models and four dual chamber models 
each with their own unique connection port sizes 
and geometry.

Function
The Coolant Manifold is used in Arctic Fox® Fuel & Fluid 
Management Systems to help the distribution of coolant 
through multiple heat exchangers. It may also be used to 
eliminate the use of multiple wye and tee fittings and to 
reduce the number of connections.

Features
Stainless steel design

Standard NPT connections permit the use of a variety of hose 
connections

Port sizes and configurations allow for use on unique 
applications

Variety of model sizes available

Applications
Mining

Oil & Gas

Heavy Duty Trucks

Vocational Truck

Benefits
Prevents potential leak points which can cause loss of system 
efficiency

Reduce the number of connections in the heating system
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COOLANT HEATED FUEL
WATER SEPARATOR

It is well known that water in diesel fuel can lead 
to extensive fuel system damage. Problems such 
as mechanical failures and frozen fuel lines during 
the winter months, can all be attributed to water in 
diesel fuel. The FWS-999-10 with Elemax filter ele-
ment is a fuel/water separator that removes both 
water and contamination from your fuel prior to 
entering the fuel pump. It allows you to see when 
it is time to service the unit and change out filter 
elements. As the filter saturates with contami-
nants, the fuel level will gradually rise to the black 
band at the top of the element to indicate that it’s 
time to replace the filter…. No more guessing!

Function
The Fuel Filter/Separator/Warmer assembly is designed 
to provide total engine filtration, when fitted with the 
appropriate filter.

Features
Built in engine coolant heater

Patented ‘Seeing is Believing’ technology – see when NOT to 
change the filter

Five minute, NO MESS filter change

Easy priming at service

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
3x more filter life than standard filters

Reduced fuel flow restriction

Biodiesel compatible to ASTM D6751
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DIESEL FIRED COOLANT 
PRE-HEATER

Arctic Fox® offers stand and custom coolant 
heaters. Our custom Coolant Heaters offer a 
variety of enclosures and other accessories to 
maximize the functionality of your heating system.

Function
Pre-condition  the engine helping to reduce fuel costs and 
down time, due to engine maintenance commonly attributed 
to excessive idling. Coolant heaters circulate the engine 
coolant over a heat exchanger to warm the engine, fuel tank, 
batteries and hydraulic tank.  
 
Pre-heat your coolant and pre-heat your fluids before you 
show up to work. An Arctic Fox® heater helps you to increase 
productivity.

Features
Re-enforced steel enclosure

Customized heaters available

3 way selector valve for using arctic or main fuels

Large capacity coolant pumps

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easy installation

Pre-wired

Custom robust enclosure box – made for rigorous environment
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HEATING SOLUTIONS 
FOR BIODIESEL

What is biodiesel?
Biodiesel is a fuel that results from the separation 
of glycerin from the oil of a plant such as soy-
beans, corn, or sunflowers, to mention a few, or 
animal fats. The left over glycerin is itself a highly 
sought after product, and is used in the manu-
facture of soaps, cosmetics, and other products. 
Biodiesel contains no petroleum, but it can be 
blended with petroleum diesel. Pure biodiesel is 
often referred to as “B100”, a blend of 2% biodiesel 
and 98% diesel is called “B2”, 20% biodiesel with 
80% diesel is “B20” and so on.

Function
Use a biodiesel In-Line Fuel & Fluid Heater to warm fuel with 
easy and minimize gelling. Your engine will start quickly 
even in coldest conditions.

Features
Diesel & Biodiesel up to B100

Thermostatically controlled

Mounting brackets included

Simple in-line installation

Applications
Locomotives

Heavy Duty Trucks

Oil and mining equipment

On/off road vehicles

Benefits
Designed to be installed before fuel transfer pump

Improves efficiency by providing trouble-free operation in cold 
climates

Stainless steel components eliminate corrosion and 
contamination of the fuel

Electric pre-heating option available
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HYDRAULIC FLUID HEATER

Productivity won’t wait for a warm day. Eliminate 
down time due to cold hydraulic fluid. Arctic Fox® 
Hydraulic Fluid Warming has a number of solutions 
to keep hydraulic fluid flowing and reduce pump 
cavitation and blown seals.

There is an Arctic Fox® for nearly every application 
and a complete line of plumbing and insulating 
accessories provides users with a total package. 
Let us help you spec your equipment both mobile 
and stationary.

Function
Heats hydraulic fluid, water and other fluid to improve 
productivity.

Features
All stainless steel construction

Large surface area exposed to fluid to maximize heat raise

Threads into standard 2”NPT female pipe thread or standard 
2”Straight Thread-O-ring (STOR) coupling

Ability to install multiple units for larger tanks or faster heat rise

Applications
Logging

Construction

Mining

Utility & Maintenance Vechicles

Gas and oil

Gearboxes

Benefits
Reduce Pump Cavitation and Resulting Damage – oil flow free 
when warm

Faster Hydraulic operation

Increases productivity – reduces idle equipment and workers 
waiting for hydraulic to warm up

Can be used for heating hydraulic fluid, water and or other fluids
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IN-LINE FLUID HEATER

Obtain the margin of safety you need in modera-
te cold weather temperatures with In-Line Fuel 
Warmers from Arctic Fox®. Installation is accom-
plished by simply routing fuel and coolant lines to 
the unit. Heat is exchanged inside through a series 
of stainless steel tubes to provide efficient fuel 
warming. In-line fuel warming is a proven method 
providing ease of installation and economy. In 
extremely cold weather operation, in-line warmers 
are combined with in-tank heaters to provide the 
ultimate protection against stall-outs due to fuel 
waxing. In-tank or in-line, Arctic Fox® is your single 
source for fuel warming. Available with or without 
mounting brackets.

Function
In-Line Fuel Warming is a proven, cost effective method of 
providing protection against stall-outs due to fuel waxing.

Features
A Model for Every Application 

Easy Installation 

Maintenance Free

No Moving Parts 

100% Stainless Steel Construction 

Optional Coolant Shut-Off 

Thermostate

Applications
Serve larger diesel fuel customers:

Locomotives

Over-the-road trucks

Oil and mining equipment

Off-road vehicles

Benefits
Improves efficiency by providing trouble-free operation in cold 
climates

Stainless steel components eliminate corrosion and contamina-
tion of the fuel 

Easy to install in the fuel lines
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IN-TANK FUEL HEATER

Arctic Fox® pioneered the In -Tank Fuel Warmers. 
From humble beginning in 1979, the Arctic Fox® 
original In-tank fuel warmers have kept thousands 
of trucks free from winter fuel gelling problems.

Today, our products are installed by many of the 
leading truck manufacturers worldwide. Contact 
your local truck dealer for specific data codes for 
ordering on your next vehicle.

Function
The Hot Fox® fuel heater with Auxiliary standpipe combines 
heated fuel standpipes for main fuel & accesorry fuel supply 
with an In-Tank Warmer. Operators can now easily supply 
coolant heaters ass well as the main engine fuel supply all in 
one package.

Features
Welded stainless steel construction is most impervious to and 
fuel or coolant additives 

No moving parts, can be installed in vehicle sending gauge 
opening

Fast heat rise. Heats the fuel as it leaves the tank and heats the 
fuel in the tank

Combines Fuel tank & Fuel Line heater into one unit – Heated 
Fuel Standpipe

Low profile design to fit under low fuel tank decking and within 

aerodynamic cab designs

Applications
OEM

Aftermarket

Benefits
Supplies warm fuel for both main engine and coolant  
pre-heaters, cab warmers, or other fuel dependent products

Stainless steel construction for durability and compatibility 

with all fuels andditives
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SHUT-OFF THERMOSTAT

Electronic engines require a thermostat. Only 
Arctic Fox® give you a choice – Shut-Off Thermo-
stat or Bypass Thermostat.

Function
Used to control fuel temperature for any coolant type fuel 
warmer.

Features
Fully mechanical. No electrical components to cause 
maintenance problems 

Utilized proven sensor module technology used in engine coolant 
applications

With the shut-off thermostat, you can convert existing or any 
coolant type warmer into a thermostatically controlled fuel 
warmer

Stops the coolant flow when fuel reaches approximately  

26°-35°C

Applications
Mining

Gas and oil

On/off road trucks

Power generators

Benefits
Fully automatic in operation, no need to manually control  

coolant flow through fuel warmers to maintain optimum 

fuel temperature
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THERMAL LINER 15 
FLUID WARMER

Engine coolant or other warm fluid is routed 
through 15 tubes welded inside the housing to 
provide heat. Fluid being heated is routed through 
the baffled shell side.

Function
The Thermal Liner Fluid Warmer warms diesel fuel, 
alternative fuels and other fluids by utilizing the 15 tubes 
welded inside the housing. Fluid being heated is routed 
through the baffled shell.

Features
Multiple uses: Alternative fuel such as Natural Gas, diesel fuel 
and other fluids

Simple in-liner installation allows for flexibility 

Works on a variety of large diesel equipment types

Applications
Mining

Construction

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Benefits
Eliminates corrosion and contamination of fuel or fluid

Reduces fuel gelling

Lowers emissions
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BATTERY BOX HEATER

Arctic Fox® offers multiple options for keeping 
your batteries warm and ready to use. Our heaters 
are available in a variety of sizes to meet your de-
mand, in addition to custom sizing. Deliver better 
fuel economy, reduce wear, extend your battery’s 
life and protect your engine from cold weather 
damage today.

Function
Battery Box Heater with a present thermostat that 

maintains (27°C) battery warmth. Note: Battery heater

is not recommend for nickel cadmium batteries.

Features
Designed to fit in the battery box/tray

Grounded cord 2,4 mtr in length

Improved recharge time

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Maintain available cold cranking amps in cold weather by war-
ming the batteries

Efficient direct heat transfer

Install in sub-zero temperatures
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ELECTRIC FLUID
RESERVOIR HEATER

Silicone Heating Pads are ideal for oil pans, engi-
ne blocks, hydraulic reservoirs, diesel fuel tanks 
and other fluid reservoirs. Constructed from a 
durable silicone/fiberglass material, these etched 
foil heating pads feature an easy peel-and-stick 
application. Silicone heating pads are for use on 
metal surfaces only; do not use on batteries.

Function
Electric Heating Pad that utilizes direct heat transfer to 
maintain fluid viscosity in cold weather applications.

Features
These heaters, available in various voltages as well as 120V, 240V, 
12V and 24V

May be installed in sub-zero temperatures

No need to cut hoses, remove plugs, or lose anti-freeze or oil

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easier cold weather starting that reduces engine wear

Reduce condensation, exhaust smoke and harmful emissions

Low wattage, energy efficient solution

Direct heat transfer
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ELECTRIC FUEL WARMER

PTC Heater Kit Electric Fuel Warmer
When winter is approaching and, depending on 
the region, fuel companies start to supply so-cal-
led winter or ‘polar diesel. In case the storage or 
vehicle tank still contains regular diesel or winter 
or polar diesel is not available, the fuel system 
needs protection, particularly the fuel filter against 
fuel wax. When temperatures fall below 0°C, the 
paraffin waxes contained in fuel begin to solidify. 
These wax crystals plug the filter. So, the fuel must 
be heated at the tank outlet as soon as the engine 
is started up.

Function
The PTC Fuel Heater, an electric, self-regulating and self-
protecting heater. The PTC fuel heater contains four ceramic 
discs, whish act as heating element. Thanks to the unique 
PTC Resistance-Termperature characteristic it requires 
the minimum current and does not need any additional 
thermostat.

Features
Prevents the plugging of the fuel filter by wax

Self-regulating – no thermostat needed

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easy to retrofit on any engine

Long lifetime, no maintenance required
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ELECTRIC IN-LINE
FUEL HEATER

Fuel warmer with internal heat tape in the fuel 
hose. Before starting, thaw frozen diesel fuel in 
just 3 to 5 minutes.

Call Arctic Fox® for information on how the Hotline 
can work in conjunction with coolant heaters for 
complete fuel system protection.

Function
HOTLINE® is one diesel fuel heater with the guts to give you 
cold starts! On the road simply flip a switch, and within 60 
seconds, HOTLINE® will begin eliminating fuel waxing which 
causes power loss.

Features
All kits are complete with all electrical components and wiring 
harness

Optional thermostatic shut-off available

Applications
Before starting, the HOTLINE® can thaw frozen diesel fuel in 
just 3 to 4 minutes, using only 2% of available battery capacity, 
before you start your engine.

Benefits
Modular design allows for easy installation and service 

Works in conjunction with coolant heaters for complete fuel 

system protection
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FILTER WRAP HEATER

Electric Fuel Heating solution that provides theat 
to the filter core prior to the start of engine to 
prevent filter clogging.

Function
Flexible silicone pad heater that snuggly wraps around metal 
diesel fuel filters with a hook and loop closure.

Features
Can be used on spin-on hydraulic filters

Direct heat transfer

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easier cold weather starting that reduces engine wear

Velcro wrap for easy installation
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IN-BLOCK
IMMERSION HEATER

In-Block heaters mount directly into the water jac-
ket of the engine and can reduce engine wear due 
to cold starts by up to 50%. Warming the engine 
to the proper temperature also reduces idling and 
cranking time, saving fuel and minimizing mainte-
nance. Preheaters are available for most leading 
makes and models of heavy-duty truck engines 
and are CSA approved. To specify an in-block hea-
ter for your heavy-duty engine, please select your 
engine manufacturer and model in the drop-down 
below.

Function
Warming the engine to the proper temperature also reduces 
idling and cranking time, saving fuel and minimizing 
maintenance.

Features
Easy installation

Available in freeze plug, threaded, plater/bolt-on en cartridge

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Ensure quick winters Starts

Reduce engine wear

Replacement cordsets available
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INDUSTRIAL
IMMERSION HEATER

Industrial Immersion and Oil Pan Heaters are the 
ideal way to heat just about any type of liquid—
lube oil, hydraulic fluid, water, antifreeze, asphalt, 
alkalis, petroleum, electroplating, salt solution, 
wax, cooking oil.

Industrial immersion heaters are extremely
efficient since all energy that is generated is 
transferred directly into the medium which is 
being heated.

Function
Regardless of the solution you're heating, both weathertight 
and hazardous location models are available. Every 
immersion heater manufactured can be accompanied 
with a variety of thermostats. Both adjustable and fixed 
temperature settings can be specified.

Features
The immersion heaters are manufactured with a fixed-setting 

thermostat and are available with an adjustable thermostat. 

Preheating hydraulic fluid and other vital liquids prevents gelling 

and eliminates condensation. All industrial immersion heaters 

are CSA c/us approved.

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easy to spec, Not model specific

Ensure quick winter starts

Most efficient type of heater
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LUBE OIL HEATER

Lube Oil Heaters are an extremely efficient
solution for maintaining optimal temperature as 
all energy that is generated is transferred directly 
to the lube oil. Weathertight and hazardous locati-
on oil heaters are available for use in a variety of 
installation environments.

Function
Lube Oil Heaters thread into the engine’s oil pan to keep the 
oil warm. When cold, oil becomes very viscous and may 
not protect engine components. Upon start-up, warm oil 
is supplied to the critical wear points in the engine. This 
reduces engine wear and allows easier starts which prolong 
battery life.

Features
These heaters, available in various AC voltages as well as 12 and 

24 volt DC, range from 75 to 500 watts

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easy to spec, Not model specific

Ensure quick winter starts

Most efficient type of heater
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POWER
DISTRIBUTION BOXES

Power Distribution Boxes are mostly used to 
protect connection elements and terminal blocks 
in the field. They are also used for other purposes, 
such as hosting small control equipment in the 
field or inside a machine.

Function
Use to simplify wiring on equipment when a variety of 
heaters and controls are required. For all your electrical 
wiring issues we’got the solution fitting your needs.

Features
High protection

Ensure quick winter starts

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Easy to use

Easy solution for multiply heaters
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CONTROL BOXES

Control Systems are especially useful on installa-
tion that require two coolant heaters or combina-
tions of a coolant heater and oil heater/hydraulic 
heater etc.

Function
Control Systems allow for quick electrical installation of 
all engine heaters. They are designed as a time and labour 
saving component.

Features
Reduced assembly and approval effort, thanks to ready- 
equipped control boxes

We process empty enclosures according to your requirements

Applications
Mining

Construction

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Get your custom junction box or control box quickly and from a 
single source

Also available for ATEX locations
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COOLANT DAM
PRESSURE TESTER

Ingenious and simple, this new time-saving tool 
holds the engine coolant in, even when pipe plugs, 
sensors, valves, etc. are removed for replacement 
or repair.

Function
Using your shop air supply the Coolant Dam Pressure Tester 
creates a vacuum, holding coolant in with little or no coolant 
loss. For many minor repairs, there is no need to spend 
valuable shop time draining and refilling the system. Air 
requirements for continuous operations: 850 ltr bij 8-10bar.

Features
Simple tool that holds coolant inside the engine when other 

components are removed for repair or replacement

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
No need to drain the block for simple repairs

Pressure testing without hand pumping or running the engine
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FITTINGS, VALVES 
& ADAPTERS

With over 30 years of experience, Arctic Fox® 
knows that having the right adapters, fittings and 
valves can make a big difference between a “this 
should work” installation and a professional one 
that you can be confident in and proud to show. 
Don’t take chances with off-brand or excessive 
fittings to make coolant, fuel or other fluid con-
nections. Take advantage of the wide array of 
fittings offered by Arctic Fox®, to make the best 
connections possible.
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FUEL STANDPIPES

Arctic Fox® can provide fuel standpipe to retrofit 
existing systems, or for fueling APU’s, Fuel Fired 
Heaters, or other fuel dependent devices. Comple-
te systems available, including standpipe, fuel tee 
brackets, Fittings & Hoses.

Function
The Fuel Standpipe transfers diesel fuel from the fuel tank 
to the diesel-fired heater. Is is available duel or single 
draw. Dual draw includes a suction standpipe and a return 
fuel provision. Single draw can serve as either a suction 
standpipe or as a return fuel provision.

Features
Avoid costly road hazards by converting bottom draw to top draw

Easy installation

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Allow easy retrofitting to duel suction / dual return

Complete systems available including tank standpipes, fuel tee 

brackets and hose assemblies
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FUEL AND COOLANT LINE
INSULATION AND HOSE

Arctic Fox® can provide fuel standpipe to retrofit 
existing systems, or for fueling APU’s, Fuel Fired 
Heaters, or other fuel dependent devices. Comple-
te systems available, including standpipe, fuel tee 
brackets, Fittings & Hoses.

Function
Insulated, sleeve coolant hoses maintain heat to maximize 
coolant heating system. While the fuel heater keeps your 
fuel warm and prevents gelling or waxing, insultube insulates 
the fuel and coolant line to help maintain the optimum 
temperature.

Features
Prevent fuel from cooling off before reaching the engine

Environmentally protected by a dependable rugged nylon sleeve

Applications
Mining

Construction

Agriculture

Heavy Duty On-Highway

Oil and Gas

Power Generation

Benefits
Minimize wasted energy, save up to 15% over non insulated 
hoses

Pre-assembled to save shop time
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